
Allowance market causes major price climbs

Allowance price heading towards EUR 30/t

The European carbon emissions 
allowance market is in the middle of 
another extremely bullish period. On 
Monday this week, the price for one 
carbon emissions allowance reached 
EUR 29/t, the highest level experienced 
in 11 years, and we are now extremely 
close to exceeding EUR 30/t. Technical 
signals support further increases and 
it seems very likely that we will exceed 
EUR 30/t in the immediate future. The 
highest allowance price experienced in 
the market since it was introduced was 
EUR 31.00/t in April 2016. This record 
could very well be broken in the coming 

weeks and months if the current mood 
in the market continues. The latest price 
climbs have been attributed to falling 
supply in the European allowance 
auctions during the summer. At the 
same time, there are rumours that the 
German government will, in line with 
the country’s acceleration of the coal 
power phase-out as we head towards 
2030, cancel a large number of carbon 
emissions allowances. If this becomes 
reality, it could very well cause ripples 
in the allowance market as a whole, 
as Germany is among the very largest 
coal consumers in Europe. 

For the second week in a row, there 
were clear price climbs in the Nor-
dic energy market, but whereas last 
week’s uptrend was the result of drier 
weather forecasts, it is now the bullish 
carbon emissions allowance market 
causing the prices to climb. We now 
find ourselves in a market in which 
the allowance price is clearly crucial 
to the rest of the markets. The Q4-19 
contract closed at EUR 42.75/MWh on 
Monday, EUR 2.80/MWh higher than 
last week, while the YR-20 contract 
has climbed by EUR 0.85/MWh and 
now costs EUR 38.00/MWh. 

Following two consecutive weeks of 
climbing prices, we have now reached 
a level at which we consider the possi-
bility of falls to be just as likely as the 
possibility of further increases. A lot 
will still depend on the carbon emis-
sions allowance market. If the allow-
ance price surpasses EUR 30/t, it could 
cause the electricity prices to climb 
further, but the market also appears 
ready for a downward adjustment if 
the opportunity were to arise.

Our recommendation

Focus week 29 2019

Forward Wk 28 (EUR/MWh) Wk 29 (EUR/MWh)
Expectation (wk 

30)

ENOMAUG-19 33.40 38.50 ↗

ENOQ4-19 39.95 42.75 ↗

ENOYR-20 37.15 38.00 ↗

SYHELYR-20 4.78 4.95 ↗

SYOSLYR-20 0.43 0.43 →

There were major price climbs across the markets last week. Electricity, coal and gas prices are climbing as a  
result of a major new price jump in the European carbon emissions allowance market.

Here and now

Focus is taking a break for the holidays but will  
return on 7 August.



Major price jump in gas market

Precipitation: The rest of week 
29 looks set to be very dry in 
the Nordic region, but from the 
beginning of week 30 there are 
prospects of precipitation vol-
umes somewhat above the 
norm. The weather forecasts do 
not, however, predict any pro-
longed periods of wet weather.

Production and spot: The already 
low wind power production in 
the Nordic region looks set to 
fall further in the coming week. 
We anticipate an average Nordic 
system price of approximately 
EUR 38/MWh in week 29, a clear 
price jump from last week’s level 
of around EUR 34/MWh. 

For the second week in a row, the 
price of the Finnish YR-20 EPAD 
increased last week. It now costs 
EUR 4.95/MWh. In Norway, the 
NO1 EPAD remains unchanged 
at EUR 0.43/MWh. 

The EPADs

Forecasts

The carbon emissions allowance market is currently setting the agenda across 
the markets and this is very noticeable in the European gas market. Even though 
there have not been any notable changes to the fundamentals in the gas market, 
long-term prices have climbed significantly in line with carbon emissions. In the 
last two weeks, the NCG Cal-20 contract has climbed by more than 10%, and the 
same trend is also evident in several other European gas exchanges. This is in 
spite of the supply situation in the market remaining strong and the gas stores 
being well stocked. 

Denmark NorwayFinlandSweden Germany

The enormous price climbs in both the carbon emissions allowance and gas mar-
kets, as well as a coal market that has also been experiencing price climbs, have 
resulted in a strong uptrend in the Germany energy market. On Monday, the 
German year contract for 2020 closed at EUR 52.75/MWh, a climb of more than 
10% in just two weeks and also the highest level that the contract has been trad-
ing at in 2019 so far. This major price climb has also had an impact on the Nordic 
region, even though the price climbs here have not been quite as pronounced 
due to our having a lower dependency on coal and gas for electricity production. 

New annual records in Germany
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